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Povert yy  in Moneye d Times 

Drawing,, 1945, by Bo Bojesen, first published 

inn Mandens Blad. 

Introductio n n 

Thiss Danish cartoon, which appeared in 1942 in the satirical magazine Blaeksprutten, 

depictss a rather fat farmer comfortably seated on the back of a pig, bank book in 

pocket,, the two of them held aloft by a crowd of emaciated Danes. Windfall 

agriculturall profits and the consequent rising cost of living for the rest of the 

populationn had clearly had an effect on public opinion. Such profits had also had an 
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effectt on political discourse: on returning from exile in Britain, the first postwar prime 

minister-- Christmas Moller - bluntly stated that farmers could 'not reasonably expect 

too maintain a price level they had obtained during the war at the expense of society 

ass a whole'.220 High food prices had enriched farmers at the expense of both the 

Danishh treasury and their non-agrarian compatriots. In the Netherlands, similar 

sentimentss existed and, as indeed in Denmark, continued to exist after the war. Lou 

dee Jong, long the dominant historian of the occupation, wrote in scathing terms of the 

povertyy visited upon the urban poor by rising food prices, depriving them of their 

legitimatee share of the dwindling food supplies in the country.221 In the light of the 

previouss chapter, this moral indignation is easy to understand: the cost of living rose 

considerablyy in both Denmark and the Netherlands, threatening the real incomes of 

manyy consumers and driving up profits in agriculture as well as in various other 

sectors.. To many wartime and postwar commentators, inflation was not merely a 

consequencee of impersonal economic circumstances, but a failure of producers to 

musterr sufficient solidarity with their poorer compatriots. 

Onee may question, however, whether the popular image of a suffering 

underclasss of impoverished workers is quite correct. After all, not only prices but also 

wagess rose during the war, and unemployment all but disappeared. Gruesome 

accountss of wartime poverty can be found in Dutch and Danish archives, but most 

contemporaryy depictions of Danish and Dutch working-class life do not fit the image 

off persistent economic misery, or do so only inconsistently. True, people were often 

cold,, insufficiently dressed and otherwise negatively affected by the war, but their 

incomess generally rose. For many people at the lower end of the income scale, 

circumstancess were in many respects improving, not least because they finally had 

thee opportunity to earn an income themselves. As a result, Copenhagen bars and 

clubss were bursting not only with German troops but also with Danish youths, who 

indulgedd in drink, jazz and dancing, often to the despair of their elders. Many 

working-classs men in Copenhagen appear to have had a sufficient income to 

purchasee expensive cigarettes on the black market. In the Netherlands, pawnbrokers 

wentt bankrupt for want of customers, while savings banks were overwhelmed by 

220.. Quoted in: Rostgaard Nissen, Tilfaelles bedste 304. 

221.. de Jong, Koninkrijk Vol. 7, bind 2. 
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peoplee wanting to open a new account. These are hardly signs that the proletariat 

wass short of money during the occupation. 

Inn the Netherlands, rising wages and declining unemployment were 

complementedd by radical improvements in public welfare. Late in 1941, the Dutch 

Nazii propagandist Max Biokziji proudly claimed that: 

.... in spite of war and other problems, unemployment has been successfully 

fought,, wages, prices and taxes have been adapted, social insurance has 

beenn expanded, child support legislation has become effective, on 1 

Septemberr 1941 universal health insurance was introduced and as of 1 

October,, unemployment benefits have been increased significantly.222 

Itt is hard to see how these measures (for Blokzijl was not lying) would not have 

improvedd the lot of the very poorest among the Dutch. 

Although,, as should be clear from the previous chapters, the war years were 

nott good years in terms of civilian consumption in either Denmark or the Netherlands, 

whilee life became ever more barren for most, the very poorest were on their way up, 

iff only relative to their wealthier compatriots. The gap between rich and poor appears 

too have been closing rather than widening. Hence, the question in this chapter is 

whetherr the war really was such a bad time for the poor in Denmark and the 

Netherlands,, or whether in fact it was a period of relative prosperity. The second 

questionn is whether changes in the position of the relatively poor can explain the 

observedd differences between Denmark and the Netherlands. 

Thee bleak 1930s 

Beforee investigating the development of wealth and poverty in the two countries, it is 

importantt to take account of the relative wealth in each country on the eve of the 

occupation.. Expressed in international purchasing power, GDP per capita in the 

Netherlandss stood at a mere 80% of that in Denmark. Although the slightly higher 

pricee levels on the Danish domestic market lessened this difference (at foreign 

222.. M.H.L.W Blokzijl, Brandende kwesties: een keur uit en een bewerking van de 

'Radiopraatjes''Radiopraatjes' gehouden door Max Blokzijl {Amsterdam 1942) 46. 
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exchangee rates) somewhat in real terms, it remains significant. The Great 

Depressionn had had a more profound impact on the Dutch than on the Danish 

economy,, and had taken much longer to loosen its grip.223 

Apartt from overall wealth, the distribution of the available wealth differed 

considerably.. The consecutive Danish social-democratic governments under 

Thorvaldd Stauning had championed relative budgetary restraint during the 1930s, but 

hadd nevertheless laid the basis for the now almost proverbial Danish welfare state. In 

thee Netherlands, four conservative governments under Colijn had done very much 

thee reverse in the same period: in reaction to the crisis, they had dismantled many of 

thee welfare provisions that had previously existed, and depressed wages. The early 

(1931)) devaluation of the Danish kroner, as opposed to the late (1936) devaluation of 

thee Dutch guilder, had left the Danes considerably more leeway.224 In terms of 

welfaree policies, taxation and social insurance, the Netherlands was still relatively far 

removedd from the welfare state the country was to become after the war, and which 

Denmarkk was already on the way to becoming. At the time the Wehrmacht invaded, 

Denmarkk was a more egalitarian state than the Netherlands.225 The difference is 

reflectedd in the ownership of relative luxuries such as radios, which were 

considerablyy more common in Denmark than in the Netherlands. 

223.. A. Maddison, The World Economy: a Millennial Perspective; see also: van Zanden, Een 

kleinklein land; Hansen, 0konomisk vaakst. 

224.. P.J.A. Adrianai (ed.), Fiscale ervaringen in bezettingstijd 1940-1945 (Amsterdam 

1946). . 

225.. International Labour Office, Yearbook of Labour Statistics 1935-1955 (See www.iisg.nl). 

http://www.iisg.nl
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Figur ee 7.1: Nomina l wag e developmen t in Denmar k and th e Netherlands , 1929-

38(1929=100) ) 
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Source:Source: Mitchell, International historical statistics, 189 

Welfar ee and tax 

Fiscall and welfare policies changed little in Denmark during the occupation, but did in 

thee Netherlands. In terms of welfare policies, the Dutch quickly caught up with the 

Daness during the war years, and not primarily on German initiative. During the 

1930s,, the Dutch parliament had withstood calls for socio-economic reform, but the 

absencee of democratic controls during the occupation enabled Dutch administrators 

too push through such reforms. In the different Dutch political climate after the war, 

thesee changes were not contested, despite the politically dubious way in which they 

hadd been introduced. Health insurance and tax reforms were both introduced in 

1941.. Unemployment benefits were increased and the authorities stepped up public 

servicee provisions, notably in the field of (remarkably enough) child health.226 

Still,, the improvements in the fate of the Dutch poor brought about by these 

reformss should not be overstated. Increased unemployment benefits, however much 

Blokzijll trumpeted about them, mattered relatively little in an era when unemployment 

wass virtually unheard of - and eventually made illegal. The overhaul of the system of 

226.. Hirschfeld, Herinneringen uit de bezettingstijd; Bijdragen en Mededelingen betreffende 

dede volksgezondheid (various issues). 
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taxation,, on the other hand, shifted the burden of taxation towards the well-to-do and 

favouredd families with children. On the other hand, people with the lowest incomes 

didd not profit from this development, perhaps even the contrary. Before 1941, people 

withh an annual income of less than 800 guilders (which was a very low income) had 

beenn officially exempt from taxes, whereas those with a somewhat higher income 

weree informally exempted, because the fiscal authorities did not deem it financially 

prudentt to collect taxes from people in these groups. With the introduction of the new 

wage-basedd taxation system, these people became taxpayers.227 Universal health 

insurance,, on the other hand, mattered a great deal to the standard of living of the 

poorest.. Access to health care improved considerably after 1941, leading to 

increasedd pressure on the medical services but allowing the most vulnerable groups 

too receive the medical attention they needed. Another advantage for some low-

incomee families was the introduction of child support: from 1941 onwards, families 

receivedd a state allowance for their third child and any subsequent children. Because 

thee amount of this allowance was income-dependent, poor but child-rich families 

receivedd some three guilders per month for their children, which did not cover the 

costt of raising them but certainly helped.228 

Thesee policy changes helped the Netherlands to close the public welfare gap 

withh Denmark. There, the war years had not been a period of great public policy 

innovation,, unsurprisingly given the relative political continuity. Although the Dutch 

poorr did not all gain much from tax reforms and the like, their improved access to 

medicall care, which was improving in many respects, was certainly a great stride 

forward,, especially because this was an era in which infectious disease was 

increasingg to dangerous levels. However, the question remains whether and, if so, to 

whatt extent the Dutch also caught up with the Danes in terms of wage levels and 

employmentt opportunities. 

227.. Antal, 'De loonbelasting' 289 and Adriani 'Samenvatting' 402 in: Adriani Fiscale 

ervaringen. ervaringen. 

228.. CBS, Economische en sociale kroniek 281. 
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Thee scourg e of unemploymen t 

Inn the first half of the twentieth century, unemployment and poverty went hand in 

hand.. In both Denmark and the Netherlands, and for that matter everywhere in 

Europee at the time, unemployment benefits were so low that those living on them 

were,, if not destitute, certainly extraordinarily poor by any standard. Unemployment 

wass high in prewar Denmark and the Netherlands, so that a sizeable underclass of 

pauperss was always very visibly present. Consequently, contemporary political and 

economicc thinking focused to a large extent on the problem of mass unemployment, 

aa focus that was of formative influence on prevailing attitudes towards totalitarian 

regimes.. In the years leading up to the occupation, many in Denmark and the 

Netherlandss were acutely aware that unemployment was no longer a problem in 

eitherr Nazi Germany or the Soviet Union. The limited pro-German sentiments that 

existedd in the two occupied countries stemmed to a considerable extent from 

admirationn for this very feat. 

Thosee who had been impressed by the German achievement of full 

employmentt were not disappointed. Many of the notions people had about the 

advantagess of the Nazi economy may have been based on propaganda and 

misinformation,, but full employment had indeed been achieved in Hitler's Germany 

by,, at the latest, 1938.229 Thereafter, the labour market came under ever-increasing 

pressuree as Germany shifted from a peacetime economy towards one ready to wage 

totall war. Mass mobilization for military service and military production drained the 

Germann economy of labour power, more than compensating for the loss of 

employmentt caused by lowered civilian consumption.230 German full employment 

camee at a price of relatively low overall standards of living, as a consequence of both 

shortagess and relatively low wages. This was, of course, the quintessence of an 

economyy waging total war. the full productive capacity of the economy was put to 

use,, but not to increase the welfare within the country. After Denmark and the 

Netherlandss had involuntarily become part of the German economic realm, the war 

economyy of the Reich began to literally absorb many of their unemployed by 

employingg Dutch and Danish workers in Germany. Even more people, however, were 

229.. Overy, War and economy 42. 

230.. Overy, War and economy 60. 
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employedd by the Dutch and Danish industries that were busy producing for 

Germany.2311 In addition, huge numbers of workers were needed to build defence 

works.. In some cases, increased indigenous employment arose from import 

substitution.. As explained in Chapter 3, the severance of Denmark and the 

Netherlandss from world markets posed serious problems. While many products, such 

ass chocolate, simply became unavailable, others were replaced by indigenous 

alternatives.. Most of those, such as locally grown tobacco and fish-skin shoes, were 

off little consequence for the labour market. The exception to this was mining: both in 

Danishh lignite and turf mining and in Dutch coal mining, increasing numbers were 

employed.. As explained in Chapter 3, during the occupation indigenously produced 

fuell to a large extent replaced imported coal. By 1942, some 50,000 Danes were 

winningg turf and a further 5000 were employed in lignite mining. In the Netherlands 

too,, lignite and turf were won during the occupation; however, even at its high point in 

1943,, lignite mining employed only 353 people nationwide - thrice as many as before 

thee war, but nevertheless an insignificant figure in the bigger picture.232 Turf and coal 

winningg employed more people, but the effect of new mining industries was on the 

wholee less marked in the Netherlands than in Denmark. It is difficult to estimate 

retrospectivelyy how many people were employed by import-substituting 

manufacturingg in the two countries. Suffice to say that except in the case of mining, 

thee effect of import substitution was in all certainly much smaller than the upsurge of 

indigenouss industry driven by German demand.233 

Inn the course of the occupation, both Denmark and the Netherlands entered a 

prolongedd era of full, or almost full, employment. High employment, moreover, did not 

endd after liberation. While the First World War had been followed by a major slump, 

employmentt remained high for years after 1945 in both Denmark and the 

Netherlands.2344 As unemployment disappeared, so did the most serious prewar 

causee of poverty and the grave economic threat that had been looming over almost 

231.. Klemann, Nederland 231; Hansen, 0konomisk vaekst 97-98. 

232.. Hansen, 0konomisk vaekst 101; CBS, Kroniek 50; Klemann, Nederland 263. 

233.. Klemann, Nederland 231; Bundgard Christensen etal., Danmark besat 670; Andersen, 

DeDe gjorde Danmark sterre. 

234.. As, indeed, in Europe as a whole. Milward, The Reconstruction of Western Europe 

1945-51. 1945-51. 
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alll working-class families during the interwar period. Still, the disappearance of 

unemploymentt from the Dutch and Danish economies was not, as is sometimes 

suggested,, achieved overnight. As is shown in figure 7.1, unemployment took several 

yearss to decline to low wartime levels. Hence, a sizeable number of families in both 

countriess endured the difficult economic circumstances of the early 1940s without an 

evenn remotely sufficient income. 

Figur ee 7.1: Estimated unemployment (percentage of male labour force) in Denmark 

andand the Netherlands, 1938-46 
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TheThe data presented in this table suffer slightly from statistical incompatibilities 

betweenbetween the two countries. Reliable data on unemployment in Denmark for this 

periodperiod are available only with regard to those with unemployment insurance. Since 

thethe social insurance systems of the two countries differed profoundly, a comparison 

isis difficult to make. The data presented here for Denmark (i.e. registered unemployed 

comparedcompared with the male population of working age) in all likelihood underestimate 

unemployment,unemployment, not least because labour in Germany has not been included. 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, the general trend towards low unemployment is clear. Cf. Hansen, 

0konomisk0konomisk Vaakst 231, Klemann, Nederland 433, Mitchell, International Historical 

StatisticsStatistics 163. 

Ass the unemployed in both Denmark and the Netherlands were gradually absorbed 

intoo the expanding labour market, a sizeable infrastructure for the state employment 
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off the long-term unemployed was dismantled. Relief works had long been seen as 

thee answer to unemployment. Those engaged in such work, however, had to make 

doo with meagre wages for performing mostly physically straining work, often in 

remotee places. It is worth noting that these organizations, which employed as many 

ass 400,000 in the Netherlands, mostly disappeared in the course of the war, and with 

themm disappeared a class of working poor. The dismantling of relief schemes and the 

absorptionn of their workforces into regular (and better paid) employment, meant that 

thee standard of living of the former workforces increased considerably. Weekly 

incomess could easily double when workers moved from relief works into regular 

employment.235 5 

Workin gg for war 

Feww forms of economic exploitation in Denmark and the Netherlands were as 

successfull as the mobilization of their labour potential for the German war industry. 

Germanyy suffered a chronic shortage of manpower, which numerous Danish and 

Dutchh men, as well as a handful of women, were to help to solve. During the decades 

thatt have passed since the war, those who worked for or in Germany have 

occasionallyy been decried as treacherous collaborators, but such moral indignation 

hass been rare and where it existed it usually proved highly selective. Rather than 

delvingg into questions of ethics and national loyalty, the focus here is on the 

consequencess that working for Germany had for the occupied economies and for the 

livess of the Danes and Dutchmen employed, directly or indirectly, by the Third Reich. 

Onee of the most common ways in which Danes and Dutchmen were employed 

byy Germany was in the building of the military infrastructure to defend the continent 

againstt an invasion by the Allies. As soon as Europe's west coast had been 

conqueredd and the westward drive of the Wehrmacht forces had come to a halt, work 

waswas started on what was to become the Atlantikwall - the westernmost fringe of the 

Westwall,, the line of defence that was to protect the Reich against attacks from the 

west.. The Atlantikwall - a wall-like complex of bunkers, barbed wire, artillery and 

235.. P. de Rooy, Werklozenzorg en werkloosheidsbestrijding, 1917-1940: landelijk en 

AmsterdamsAmsterdams beleid (Amsterdam 1979); Sode Madsen, Arbejdsleshedsbekaempelsen i 

DanmarkDanmark 1930-50. 
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trenchess - was truly gigantic; longer than the Great Wall of China, it was one of the 

largestt and most heavily fortified defence works ever built. Today, the coastline of 

bothh Denmark and the Netherlands is still adorned with seemingly endless rows of 

oldd bunkers, silent witnesses to the immense effort made to defend the Reich. As D-

Dayy proved, even the Atlantikwali was eventually penetrable by the Allies (albeit at a 

staggeringg human cost), but that did not make the building of the Atlantic defence 

workss less significant to the economies of the occupied countries. 

Althoughh the building of the Atlantikwali commenced as soon as the western 

coastlinee of continental Europe had fallen into German hands, construction was 

steppedd up after it became clear that the westward advances of the Reich had come 

too a definitive halt. The initial coastal defence, which had consisted of easy-to-erect 

structures,, was no longer considered sufficient after 1942, when the threat of an 

invasionn from the west became increasingly acute. During the winter of 1942-43 and 

againn in 1944, Field Marshall Erwin Rommel toured the western coast to inspect the 

defencee works, and found them - especially those in Denmark - to be insufficient.236 

Afterr his visit, the building of fortifications reached a truly staggering scale. The 

accessible,, thinly populated plain of Jutland seemed an ideal inroad into Germany for 

ann invasion from the west; consequently, it was here that Berlin ordered some of the 

heaviestt fortifications to be built. No sea or airborne invasion of Jutland ever took 

place,, but the preparations for it had a marked impact on the Danish labour market 

andd the living standards of thousands. 

Inn both Denmark and the Netherlands, though especially in the former, the 

buildingg of defence works created numerous, often well-paid jobs. In addition, the 

Germann military, officialdom and the Organization Todt employed a sizeable number 

off people for other tasks in the two countries. Paperwork, interpreting and the like 

weree often done by locals. Building activities of a more incidental nature - such as 

thee building of airstrips and barracks - offered many young men the opportunity to 

makee some quick money in temporary employment. Doing so, moreover, was not 

236.. Bundgard Christensen, Bo Poulsen and Scharff Smith, Dansk arbejde - Tyske 

befaestningsanlaegbefaestningsanlaeg (Kopenhagen 1997) 35. 
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consideredd particularly treacherous by their contemporaries, nor was working in, say, 

aa wharf that produced ships for Germany.237 

Thee Danish and Dutch wartime economies were geared towards German 

interests;; in addition, thousands of Danish and Dutch men worked in Germany itself. 

Initially,, work in Germany was not mandatory in either country. Workers were, 

however,, stimulated to seek employment in Germany. Danish unions, aware of the 

factt that Dutch and other unions had been thoroughly Nazified after the invasion, 

weree keen to avoid running into trouble with the German authorities and so actively 

encouragedd workers to seek employment in Germany.238 The Danish government 

itselff was likewise willing to lend considerable assistance to the administration and 

organizationn of labourers who were working on the other side of the country's 

southernn border. Although definitive proof appears to be lacking, there is reason to 

believee that in certain cases unemployment benefits were made conditional on 

acceptingg work in Germany. Over the course of the war, roughly 128,000 Danes -

thee majority of them young and unskilled - travelled south to find employment.239 

Inn the Netherlands, unlike in Denmark, there was a tradition of cross-border 

labour.. In the border region between Germany and the Netherlands, numerous 

peoplee had been working across the border for decades. During the occupation, their 

numberss swelled. Ben Sijes has estimated number of Dutch workers who were 

employedd in Germany at some point during the occupation, but remained resident in 

thee Netherlands, at roughly 104.000. Of these workers, the bulk (some 30.000 

annually)) were employed in Germany in the period between 1940 and 1943.240 

Althoughh this was much higher than in the 1930s, when the inconvertibility of the 

Reichsmarkk had made cross-border labour unattractive, it was certainly no novelty. In 

additionn to people from the border regions, thousands of Dutch workers from 

elsewheree in the Netherlands worked in Germany during the early years of the 

occupation.. As in Denmark, the wartime authorities did much to stimulate labour 

migrationn to Germany, but unlike in Denmark, these policies had a lineage dating 

237.. Bundgard Christensen etal., Danmark besat 204; Klemann, Nederland 267. 

238.. Jensen, levevilkêr 88; Straede, op. cit. 

239.. See Chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

2400 . B.A. Sijes, De arbeidsinzet: de gedwongen arbeid van Nederlanders in Duitsland, 
1940-19451940-1945 (The Hague 1990) 395, 625. 
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backk to well before the German invasion: already in December 1936, the Dutch 

governmentt had officially adopted a policy of refusing benefits and employment in the 

relieff works to people who had refused jobs in Germany. Only when the Netherlands 

mobilizedd its army in 1939 was the policy of stimulating labour migration reversed, 

albeitt secretly, so as to not unnecessarily antagonize Germany. In practice, 

convertibilityy problems were such a hindrance that few people actually went to 

Germany,, although the legislation far antedated German rule. 

However,, Germany was not satisfied with the level of pressure exerted on 

Dutchh workers. As of March 1942, labour service in Germany (Arbeitseinsatz) was 

madee compulsory. Dutch men aged between 18 and 45 were required to report for 

workk unless they were employed in kriegswichtige (war-essential) jobs or were 

otherwisee indispensable. From then onwards, labour in Germany was truly coerced, 

andd raids were held, occasionally at least, to round up those who had not reported 

themselves.. The Arbeitseinsatz was, from the perspective of German economic 

interests,, a failure. Well over 300,000 men went into hiding, while many more found 

wayss to have their jobs registered as kriegswichtig. In all, the Arbeitseinsatz caused 

thee removal of some 242,000 workers to Germany, but extracted more than double 

thatt number from the official Dutch economy. 

Discussionss on wartime labour in Germany almost invariably centre on the 

questionn whether workers were enslaved victims or eager volunteers. In reality, most 

weree neither. Some, not least many of the ex-workers themselves, have portrayed 

theirr fate as that of slaves, forced into performing degrading and exceptionally hard 

workk under inhuman circumstances, underfed and in constant danger.241 Even in the 

Netherlands,, however, so many managed to escape the Arbeitseinsatz that 

possibilitiess to escape labour in Germany were relatively ample.242 In some cases, 

ass in that of Dutch men rounded up in raids, it is clear that people were truly forced, 

butt for the most part it is unclear what level of coercion was used or how viable 

241.. For example in: Mia Meyer (ed.), Ik werd gedwongen: herinneringen van 

tewerkgesteldentewerkgestelden in Duitsland (1940-1945) (Haarlem 1998); cf. H. Scherfig, Frydenholm 

(Copenhagenn 1962). 

242.. Klemann, Nederland 275 
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strategiess for evasion were. In most cases, one should think of coercive measures as 

onee of a number of push factors behind labour migration.243 

Whatt was important for most of the workers who took up work in Germany -

bee they volunteers or coerced workers, Danes or Dutchmen - was what labour in 

Germanyy meant for their own standard of living and that of their families. In so far as 

workk in Germany was voluntary, and it clearly was to a certain extent, push and pull 

factorss were as important as in any other labour migration. Push factors are not 

difficultt to find. Many if not most of the labourers who went to Germany left very little 

behind.. Especially for many of the young males, staying at home meant living with 

theirr parents, with very few career opportunities, little personal freedom and only 

minimall purchasing power. To many of the youngsters who left their native country 

duringg the early years of the occupation, labour in Germany offered an escape from a 

particularlyy dreary and uneventful life at home. In extensive poster campaigns, the 

authoritiess emphasized adventurousness and solidarity among workers, as well as 

thee lucrative wages and excellent labour conditions, clearly aiming to enthuse the 

youngg to opt for German rather than local jobs.244 

Germanyy indeed had some interesting opportunities to offer. Danish and 

Dutchh labourers were considered the racial equals of Germans (as long as they were 

nott Jewish, that is) and therefore formed the very top of the hierarchy within the 

foreignn labour force. The grim fate of, for example, Poles, who were often worked to 

deathh and lived under appalling conditions, should not be confused with the 

conditionss under which these workers lived. Although their presence in Germany was 

att least partly coerced, Dutch and Danish labourers in Germany were not slaves. The 

durationn of their employment in Germany was typically between six and twelve 

months,, during which they were housed, fed and, importantly, paid. Although wages 

weree generally lower in Germany than in the migrant workers' home country, they 

weree certainly not dramatically low. Given the composition of the population of 

243.. A. van Son, 'Between tradition and coercion: Dutch workers in Germany and Belgium, 

1936-1945'' in: Forced laborers and POWs in the German war economy = Lavoratori coatti e 

progionierii di guerra neU'economia di guerra tedesca. 

244.. Stragde, T., 'Arbejderbevasgelsen og Tysklandarbejdere' in: Arbog for 

ArbejderbevaegelsensArbejderbevaegelsens Historie; R. Kok and E.L.M. Somers, V~ Victorie: oorlogsaffiches 

1940-19451940-1945 (Zwolle 2003) 60. 
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workerss (i.e. mostly young and unskilled), it is doubtful that they would have made 

muchh more at home. The German authorities had arranged for some or all of the 

wagess to be sent back to the home countries with relative ease, although not all 

workerss chose to use the option. The operation of such systems was at times faulty, 

andd aiways slow, but for the most part worked reasonably well.245 

Ass the war progressed and Germany's military prospects gradually worsened, 

thee attractiveness that working in the occupying country may have had, paled rapidly. 

Afterr the United States joined the Allied war effort, German factories and cities were 

subjectedd to frequent and often highly effective bombardments. The risk of falling 

victimm to Allied violence was greater in Germany than in the Netherlands or Denmark, 

andd consequently labour in Germany became much less attractive than it had been. 

Lifee in Germany became notably less pleasant, stories of unpaid wages began to 

seepp through to Denmark and the Netherlands, and workers were increasingly kept 

inn Germany for longer than their official term. By 1944, working in Germany had 

becomee an option that few Danes or Dutchmen would have considered in the 

absencee of coercion. 

Wagess beyon d contro l 

Thee decline in unemployment coupled with the entirely new employment 

opportunitiess arising from the circumstances of military occupation could hardly fail to 

impactt employment relations. The labour shortage that soon arose in many sectors 

almostt forced Danish and Dutch employers to raise wages. Especially in Denmark, 

theree was an acute danger of losing one's skilled labour force to better-paid 

employmentt elsewhere. Besides, the inflation of the war years, as described in the 

previouss chapter, necessitated a rise in wages. On the other hand, rising wages were 

themselvess a threat to price stability, and the authorities in both countries believed it 

necessaryy to curtail the looming rise. They found support among the German 

authoritiess in both countries. If work in German factories was to remain attractive, the 

wagess offered in Germany had to remain at least roughly on par with those paid in 

thee occupied countries. Moreover, German companies were to be able to employ 

peoplee within the occupied states as cheaply as possible. 

245.. Sijes, De arbeidsinzet 426. 
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Theree was an acute need, therefore, to develop a viable infrastructure to 

controll wages. In both Denmark and the Netherlands, this infrastructure was based 

onn an institutional structure dating back to the 1930s. In Denmark, wages were to a 

largee extent negotiated between the trade unions (united in the De Samvirkende 

Fagforbund)) and the central employers' organization (Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening). 

Theirss was to be a more or less cooperative relationship, setting wages in a 

responsiblee manner, with the active support of the government. Already in 1939 they 

adoptedd the solidaritetslinie (solidarity line), which aimed to protect the lowest-paid 

workerss against rapidly rising prices by paying them bonuses and supplements.246 In 

practice,, however, the collaboration between employers and unions proved far from 

easy.. In the wake of wartime inflation, unions strove for increased wages, especially 

(butt certainly not exclusively) in the lowest wage brackets. Danish employer 

organizationss were not keen to yield to these demands. They were particularly 

concernedd to maintain the long-term competitiveness of Danish industry, fearing for 

theirr position in a postwar European economy, and therefore aimed to keep wages 

down.2477 Despite these disputes, the pact held for the duration of the war. Neither 

employerss nor unions were willing to risk the solidaritetslinie, not least because both 

partiess were happy to have so far kept the German authorities at bay and did not 

wantt to give the occupier a pretext to intervene.248 

Danishh unions and employers' organizations were quite aware that 

arrangementss were different in the Netherlands. In 1942, Dutch trade unions were 

dismantledd and integrated into a new National Socialist trade union —the Nederlands 

Arbeidss Front (NAF; Dutch labour front) - which caused the majority of members to 

leavee their union. Employers' organizations had been sidelined. That is not to say 

thatt the traditional negotiating partners were entirely silenced in the Netherlands. 

Wagess were mostly determined by the College van Rijksbemiddelaars (board of 

nationall mediators) and the College van de Arbeid (labour board). These 

organizations,, while not free of National Socialist interference, remained reasonably 

246.. P. Milhoj, Lenudviklingen i Danmark 1914-1950 (Copenhagen 1954) 76. 

247.. A. Lund, Dansk Industriebertening. Industrien under den Tyske besaettelse 

(Copenhagenn 1949)320. 

248.. Jensen, Levevilkêr 88. 
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representativee organs for the negotiation of employment conditions and wages. One 

mayy question, however, how far the powers of these bodies went. Contrary to the 

situationn in Denmark, the German authorities proactively interfered with Dutch wage 

levels,, allowing wages to rise only when this was deemed inevitable, and encouraged 

convergencee of wage levels. In so doing, they hoped to stimulate workers to seek 

employmentt in Germany and avert wage competition between employers. In 

Denmark,, on the other hand, the Odel committee (named after its head, Axel Odel), 

whichh was responsible for German supervision of the Danish wage level, generally 

keptt its distance.249 

Inn both Denmark and the Netherlands, wages did rise during the occupation, 

andd often rose considerably. In the wake of rising prices, raises were simply 

necessaryy to avoid the severe impoverishment of Dutch and Danish workers. That is 

nott to say that they climbed the income ladder with ease. Nor was the rise in wages 

evenlyy spread: during the occupation, wages converged; that is, lower wages rose 

moree than higher wages, and rural wages rose more than urban wages. Both the 

indigenouss and the German authorities were keen to prevent the lowest paid from 

fallingg into the poverty trap of unaffordable rations. Not all raises were conscious 

policyy choices, however: even in the regulated economy of the war years, things did 

nott always go as planned. Market pressures certainly contributed to the rising 

wartimee wages. 

Theree are reasons to believe, moreover, that prescribed wages were being 

circumventedd at least occasionally. Pressed for labour as they were, at least some 

Danishh and Dutch employers attempted to attract workers by offering higher wages 

thann they were legally allowed to pay. Especially in Denmark, where the German 

buildingg sites on the west coast paid fabulous wages, many indigenous employers 

hadd no choice but to follow suit. In the Netherlands, the iron and the steel industry 

struggledd to remain remunerative, caught as they were between price-conscious 

militaryy customers and increasingly expensive skilled workers.250 However, neither 

249.. S. B. Lommers, Wartime wages beyond control: the influence of war and occupation on 

thethe distribution of industry wages in Denmark and the Netherlands, 1938-1946 (unpublished 

MAA thesis, Utrecht University 2003) 6. 

250.. Lommers, Wartime Wages, 51; Klemann, Nederland 282. 
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thee nature nor the extent of illegal payments in excess of official wages can be 

assessedd with any level of precision. Unlike other evasions of economic policies, 

illegallyy raised wages had little priority among law enforcers, at least when compared 

too black marketeering and illegal pricing. Wage control evasions would have been 

difficultt to detect in any case. Obviously, even a limited accountancy exercise would 

bringg to light overpayments, but in cases where hours that were paid for were never 

worked,, wages were paid out of illegal profits, or wage increases were veiled in 

boguss promotions, illegal wage-raising would have been very difficult to uncover 

evenn if the evasion of wage restrictions had had priority. 

Thee position of workers in Denmark and the Netherlands was in many 

respectss similar, but there were a number of important differences. The threat of 

beingg forced into the Arbeitseinsatz made many Dutch workers wary of losing their 

jobb and many Dutch employers wary of firing them. The Dutch authorities had gone 

too considerable lengths to ensure that workers were rigidly linked to their jobs, which 

madee firing them exceedingly difficult.251 The resulting inflexibilities of the Dutch 

labourr market meant that it was relatively difficult for workers to shift to another job in 

orderr to reap the benefits of higher wages. In Denmark, the labour market was 

considerablyy less rigid and workers could consequently switch jobs with relative 

ease.. A second important difference between the two countries was that from 1942 

onwards,, the Netherlands also had a clandestine labour market, which was more or 

lesss administered by the resistance movement and in which men in hiding for the 

Arbeitseinsatzz were employed as farm hands, builders or factory workers, or to 

engagee in whatever employment was readily available.252 Also, partly because of 

employmentt retention to avoid Arbeitseinsatz, some hidden unemployment appears 

too have existed within regular industry.253 

Nominall wages rose in both Denmark and the Netherlands. Officially, these 

risess were mostly 'corrections' to compensate for increased prices, but in reality the 

twoo nations' wage structures underwent more fundamental changes than such 

251.. H.W. de Jong, De Nederlandse industrie 1913-1965: een vergelijkende analyse op 

basisbasis van de productiestatistieken (Amsterdam 1999) 276. 

252.. Klemann Nederland 255, 256 

253.. Klemann, Nederland 434; Lommers, Wartime Wages, 13. 
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terminologyy suggests. In both countries, but especially in the Netherlands, wages 

becamee more equal. By the end of the war, lower wages had risen more than higher 

wages,, wage differences between skill levels had diminished considerably and rural 

areass had caught up with the urban wage level. These developments were the 

outcomee of a dynamic process of wage formation in which bureaucratic controls, 

Germann interference and an overstretched labour market played a role. Many 

postwarr commentators, especially in Denmark, have emphasized the very orderly 

andd well-managed development of wartime wages, but labour markets in both 

countriess were more dynamic than has been suggested.254 

Thee degree of wage compression between regions, skill levels or professions 

cann be expressed as the ratio between two average wage levels. The lower this ratio, 

thee smaller the difference between the two categories. Over time, ratios changed, 

predominantlyy downwards in most of the cases at hand, as can be seen in figures 7.2 

andd 7,3 below. While these calculations are fairly straightforward, it should be noted 

thatt any comparison of them rests on somewhat shaky foundations. Categorizations 

off skill levels, regions and industrial sectors differed between the two countries, 

whichh hinders comparison. In Denmark, for example, labour statistics discern 

betweenn only two skill-levels - skilled and unskilled - whereas the Dutch statistics 

differentiatee between unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled. A very precise comparison is 

thereforee impossible to make, but the general trends can easily be discerned from 

thee available data. 

254.. Lund, Dansk Industriebertening; Milhoj, Lonudviklingen i Danmark, quoted in: Lommers, 

WartimeWartime wages. 
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Figur ee 7.2: The developmen t of the rati o of the wages of skille d to thos e of 

unskille dd worker s in the Netherlands , 1939-46 

Source:Source: CBS, Maandschrift, 1939-46. For the years 1940-45 including secret 

appendixes;appendixes; and own computations. The graph was made by Suzanne Lommers. 

Figur ee 7.3: The rati o of the wages of skille d to unskille d workers  in Denmark , 

1938-46 6 
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Ass these figures show, convergence between skill levels was relatively uncommon in 

Denmark.. It should be noted, though, that these data, published by Danmarks 

Statistik,, were provided by the united Danish employers' organization.255 Since this 

organizationn had a clear interest in appearing to be following regulations, it is 

certainlyy conceivable that the data they provided were intended to give the 

impressionn of orderliness rather than to be entirely truthful. Moreover, as time 

progressed,, some employers opted out of the Dansk Arbejdsgiverforening altogether, 

thuss ridding themselves of the cumbersome obligation to report wages.256 

Despitee all these caveats, a number of interesting observations can be arrived 

att on the basis of these wage series. First, there was a clear difference between the 

levelss of wage convergence in relation to skill level in these countries. Again, it is 

difficultt to be quite precise, given the differences inherent in the statistical procedures 

underlyingg the available data. What is clear, however, is that in the late 1930s the 

wagee differences between skill levels in Denmark were considerably lower than they 

weree in the Netherlands.257 Low-paid Dutchmen had more catching up to do, and 

theyy began doing so during the occupation. Although especially skilled workers 

becamee in short supply during the occupation, it was in particular unskilled workers 

whoo significantly improved their bargaining position, mainly as a result of the 

disappearancee of unemployment in their skill group.258 In the Netherlands, this 

improvementt caused the wages of unskilled workers to rise in comparison with those 

off their more skilled colleagues. In Denmark, where wages for unskilled workers were 

higherr to begin with and unemployment disappeared more slowly, such 

improvementss did not materialize until much later. As can be seen in figures 7.2 and 

7.3,, wages converged strongly and almost universally in the Netherlands, and most 

stronglyy in those sectors where wage inequality had been greatest before the 

255.. Statiske Efterettninger, various issues. 

256.. See page 197 below. 

257.. Hansen, Okonomisk vaekst 84. 

258.. H.W. de Jong, De Nederlandse industrie 276. 
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occupationn (e.g. in the textile industry). In Denmark, on the other hand, no such trend 

iss evident. 

Althoughh the development of Danish wages in relation to skill was uneventful, 

regionall wage differences were in flux. As shown in figure 7.4, regional wage 

convergencee was reasonably strong in Denmark, and these data in fact 

underestimatee the upward development of wages in rural areas. For a number of 

reasons,, the impact of German military construction work in the countryside was 

considerablyy greater than was reported. There are several reasons to be particularly 

scepticall about the moderate rises that appear in statistical yearbooks for the 

countryside,, and more specifically for Jutland. Major construction work on the 

Atlantikwalll was being done in Jutland, and as the area was relatively thinly 

populated,, the construction activities (and the turf fields and lignite mines) offered 

unprecedentedd employment opportunities. As the war progressed, the wages of 

thosee working at the military building sites began to rise much faster than the wages 

off ordinary workers. After Field Marshal Rommel had visited the defence works along 

thee Danish coast in early 1943, and expressed his dissatisfaction, the officers 

responsiblee were under considerable pressure to do better, and especially to do 

more.. This resulted in the remarkable situation that the leadership of the German 

buildingg sites began to compete both among themselves and with indigenous 

employerss to attract workers by offering higher wages. Independent as they were of 

officiall bodies and the Danish government, they could raise wages almost 

unchecked.. Gradually, the wages paid to those working at the German building sites 

begann to far exceed local wages.259 

259.. Bundgard Christensen, Poulsen and Scharff Smith, Dansk arbejde 45. 
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Figur ee 7.4: Officia l developmen t of regiona l wages in Denmark , 1938-46 

(1938=100) ) 
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Source:Source: Danmarks Statistik, Statistiske efterretninger (Copenhagen 1939-48) 

Thee local labour markets were profoundly disrupted by this development. Certainly to 

young,, unskilled rural Jutlanders (and to many from elsewhere in Denmark), who had 

previouslyy been among the lowest earning workers in the country, the comparatively 

astronomicall wages - sometimes double the normal hourly wage - offered by the 

Organizationn Todt were irresistible. If they were to hold on to their workers, local 

employerss and the Danish building contractors working on the Atlantikwall had little 

choicee but to follow suit. Unsurprisingly, this gave rise to complaints. When, for 

example,, Tirstrup airport was expanded in 1943, so many workers from the area 

weree hired that local employers had to increase wages by between 20% and as 

muchh as 45% in order to remain fully staffed. The Danish firm Klammt, itself working 

onn the erection of bunkers on the west coast, found that it simply could not find any 

workerss at the rates agreed upon by unions and the employers' organizations.260 

Onee of the consequences of this development was that more and more Danish 

employerss left their organizations in order to be able to hire at market wages on the 

hard-pressedd labour market of (especially) Jutland. This not only undermined the 

260.. Lommers, Wartime Wages 46. 
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corporatistt foundations of Danish labour market policies, but also means that 

reportedd wages as appear in the statistical yearbooks should be considered relatively 

unreliable,unreliable, certainly where they relate to Jutland in the later years of the occupation. 

Inn the Netherlands, the development of wages was strongly influenced by 

changess in German policies. The drain of Dutch workers caused by the introduction 

off the Arbeitseinsatz was much greater than the number of workers who actually 

wentt to Germany. The extraction of over half a million workers from the regular 

labourr force had a massive impact on the Dutch economy. The sudden shortage of 

workerss was aggravated, moreover, by labour hoarding on the part of employers. 

Evenn though production plummeted and limitations on firing employees were relaxed, 

manyy employers were keen to hire and hold on as many workers as possible. After 

Stalingrad,, the demise of Germany and the end of the war seemed perhaps not 

imminentt but certainly possible. Manufacturers were understandably keen to ensure 

thatt they would have a sizeable labour force at their disposal when the war ended, 

andd were especially keen to keep skilled workers on their payroll. The renewed 

mobilityy of workers and the very tight labour supply during the second half of the 

occupationn made it increasingly difficult to contract workers, not unlike the situation in 

Denmarkk (albeit for different reasons).261 

Judgingg from official statistics, the pressure on the labour market led to a very 

substantiall wage raise in the Netherlands in 1945 and 1946, immediately after the 

liberation.. Partly, this increase may have been caused by the shorter hours worked 

afterr the war for the same wage, but this cannot fully account for so substantial an 

increase.. One might suspect, as in the case of Denmark, that workers in the later war 

yearss were secretly paid in excess of official wages. While excess payments 

undoubtedlyy took place, the effect was in all likelihood smaller than it was in 

Denmark.. In the first place, the threat of the Arbeitseinsatz probably was real enough 

forr many workers to accept a relatively moderate wage if it provided them with secure 

employmentt within the Netherlands. Nor were employers able to make such 

excessivee profits as in some sectors in Denmark, because labour productivity was 

relativelyy low.262 Only when the war had ended, raw materials again became 

261.. Lommers, Wartime Wages 19. 

262.. H.W. de Jong, De Nederlandse Industrie 279. 
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availablee and the threat of labour in Germany had disappeared, did wage levels rise 

too market equilibrium level. Regrettably, wage data for 1944 are shaky, mainly 

becausee Dutch manufacturing came to a standstill during the last months of that 

year.. Consequently, it is difficult to establish how wages developed in the later phase 

off the war. What is clear, however, is that average wages of unskilled workers no 

lesss than doubled between 1938 and 1946, a development that reduced inequality in 

thee Netherlands significantly and far outlasted the war years. 
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Figur ee 7.5 Wage developments in the Netherlands, per skill level according to 

collectivecollective agreements (1939=100) 
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Source:Source: CBS, Maandschrift, 1939-46. For the years 1940-45 including secret 

appendixes appendixes 

Althoughh it would be going too far to claim that the development of Dutch wages 

duringg the twentieth century was caused only by the structural changes in the labour 

markett during the 1940s, such changes were certainly part of a crucial changeover 

fromm the prewar labour market - where much of labour was unorganized, wage 

differencess were relatively great and the lower strata of the labour force lived in 

povertyy - to one where labour was highly organized, unskilled workers were much 

betterr paid and unemployment was almost non-existent.263 One could argue that 

theree was a convergence of wages not only in Denmark and the Netherlands, but 

alsoo between the two countries, because the Netherlands developed much of the 

institutionall framework of a welfare state as was already coming into existence in 

Denmarkk during the 1930s. 

Beatin gg inflatio n 

Didd rising wages safeguard low-income households in Denmark and the Netherlands 

fromm the onslaught of inflation? The answer to that question depends not only on the 

263.. H.W. de Jong, De Nederlandse Industrie 317. 
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developmentt of wages, but also on the development of prices. Using the Paasche 

pricee index calculated in Chapter 6, the changing incomes of poor workers can be 

assessedd in more real terms. As can be seen in figure 7.6, despite rising wages, real 

wagess dropped significantly in both countries, and more so in Denmark than in the 

Netherlands.. The difference between the two countries is obviously due to a large 

extentt to the declining availability of especially foodstuffs in the Netherlands, which 

loweredd the amount of money people could legally spend, and hence diminished the 

budgetaryy impact of rising prices. It should also be noted that if black market prices 

weree included in these data, the price indexes would look quite different. 

Figur ee 7.6: Real wages of unskille d worker s in Denmar k and the Netherland s 
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Source:Source: see figures 6.7, 7.2 and 7.3 

Althoughh the Danes seem to have been affected by a much stronger decline in real 

wagess than the Dutch were, that would not be an accurate interpretation of these 

figures.. Since the Paasche price index takes account of the declining availability of 

goods,, the Danish price index relates to a considerably richer pattern of 

consumption,, whereas the Dutch unskilled workers suffered a setback even when the 

muchh lower availability of goods is taken into account. Moreover, the purchasing 

powerr of Danish workers was higher to begin with, so that the decline in their real 

incomee was slightly less problematic. Nevertheless, in both countries those at the 
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lowerr end of the income scale suffered a significant setback for the duration of the 

occupation. . 

Thiss decline was a potentially serious problem. In so far as people's incomes 

didd not keep up with inflation, even if the declining availability of goods is taken into 

account,, the effectiveness of economic controls would have been seriously 

compromised.. The common wartime complaint that inflation threatened the incomes 

off the relatively poor is supported by these calculations. Such problems may well 

havee had an impact, moreover, beyond the part of the population it immediately 

affected.. People who could not, within the legal economic sphere, achieve the 

standardd of living mapped out for them by the authorities, were prone to turn to the 

illegall economy, thereby eroding economic controls. Moreover, wartime poverty may 

welll explain the observed different epidemiological consequences of the war in 

Denmarkk and the Netherlands. The question who were poor - and at which point in 

timee - is therefore highly relevant. 

Inn both Denmark and the Netherlands, unskilled workers made up around 30% 

off all households. Of these people, especially non-agrarian workers were in trouble, 

sincee those employed in agriculture, at whatever level, did relatively well in the 

wartimee economy. The remainder - the predominantly urban proletariat - was still a 

largee group, and a very diverse one. Many of those classified as unskilled were 

youngg or very young, and their low skill-level was a consequence of their recent 

arrivall in their profession. As time went by, many of these youngsters would have 

acquiredd greater skills, and hence have received higher pay. Young workers often, 

thoughh not always, were people with relatively low expenditure, often living with their 

parentss and without children of their own; therefore, in most cases they were in all 

likelihoodd quite able to deal with the temporary pressures of wartime inflation. These 

weree also the workers who were best able to reap the benefits of the wartime 

economy,, working for high wages in military construction, working in Germany or 

otherwisee engaged in the temporary employment that came with the occupation. 

Youngg men, and to a lesser extent young women, were often mobile and flexible -

andd as such hardly the most vulnerable groups in Danish and Dutch society. 

Otherss were less lucky. People on a low income who had young children and 

limitedd skills were often in no position to profit fully from the new employment 

opportunitiess provided by the occupation, weighed down as they were by familial 
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responsibilities.. Only when the children were older did things look brighter. With the 

amplee employment opportunities of the war years, children of around 14 or older 

couldd now contribute more easily to family incomes. The same, though to a lesser 

extent,, was true for women. In both Denmark and the Netherlands, female 

employmentt and wages rose, to the extent that after the war it proved impossible to 

findd housemaids, as the market for domestic services was drained of young women, 

whoo preferred to work elsewhere.264 

Itt should be noted that, generally, the war years were a period of rapid 

promotions.. Eager as many employers were, especially in Denmark, to raise salaries 

thee official ceiling, bogus promotions and invented functions were an easy way to 

raisee incomes. Redefining a job was an easy way to changing the wage paid for it. 

Likewise,, the increasing bureaucratization of Danish and Dutch society helped many, 

especiallyy the educated, to climb relatively quickly through the ranks, receiving ever 

higherr incomes on the way. The greatest promotions, if one can call them that, were 

off course those of the unemployed, who left the underclass to join the working, 

wealthierr communities. That said, the formerly unemployed were often late in 

acquiringg new employment, and hence had to fend for themselves during the first war 

yearss on very low incomes at a time of runaway inflation. Hence, the increased 

unemploymentt benefits mentioned by Blokzijl would indeed have been a necessary 

correctionn to protect the unemployed from destitution. 

Thee unwage d 

Althoughh wage earners, at least in so far as they belonged to the lower strata of the 

labourr market, did not do particularly well during the war years, they were not 

necessarilyy the worst affected. Several groups that did considerably worse can be 

identified.. First of all, of course, Jews - who in the Netherlands were robbed, 

incarceratedd and murdered, and who in Demark had to flee - were in a dismal 

position.. Communists and the other political enemies of Nazism were likewise worse 

off,, even if they escaped persecution. In those cases, however, economic ruin was 

onlyy one aspect of overall persecution and, in retrospect, hardly the most significant 

one.. However, there were also people who did not fall victim to racial or political 

264.. Klemann, Nederland 413; Kjersgaard, Danmark 318. 
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persecutionn but nevertheless suffered heavily as a consequence of wartime 

economicc circumstances. 

Somee of those people, especially in the Netherlands, were self-employed. 

Ambulatoryy traders were often unable to adapt to the rigidities of the managed 

economy.. One widowed vegetable-pedlar in the Netherlands was evacuated from her 

domicilee in The Hague, only to find it impossible to set up business again in 

Amersfoort,, some 50 kilometres to the east, because her cart had to be adorned with 

aa sign saying that she would sell only to her regular customers, who had not, 

however,, moved with her.265 Likewise, some businesses were simply impossible to 

continuee during the war, for example, those requiring raw materials that were no 

longerr available or those that were importers from overseas. Some businesses were 

closedd as non-kriegswichtig. Yet, the discontinuation of businesses was not the 

norm.. Many small businesses, especially those involved in the trading of foodstuffs, 

inn fact prospered. 

Thosee who did not earn a living at all were less fortunate. The elderly mostly 

dependedd on pensions, leaving them relatively exposed to the economic problems of 

thee occupation. Pensions were often more rigid than wages, if they were adapted to 

thee price level at all, and many elderly were consequently vulnerable to wartime 

inflation.. Moreover, it was not only the incomes of the elderly that were inflexible: so, 

too,, were the elderly themselves, at least according to some contemporaries. One 

Dutchh official quoted an elderly citizen in order to describe the lack of understanding: 

'I'vee been eating an egg with my breakfast as long as I can remember, so why on 

earthh should I stop doing so now?'266 Such reports are rare, however, and it seems 

unlikelyy that coupon rationing really was too difficult to grasp for the majority of older 

people.. More remarkable, perhaps, is that organizations such as the Polscommissie 

andd the Ernaerings- og Husholdningsnaevnet appear to have paid only minimal 

attentionn to the elderly, a fact that is perhaps more illustrative of contemporary 

attitudess towards the aged than of their standard of living. 

Soo far as we can tell today, older people in Denmark and the Netherlands had 

nott been not very active in the informal economy. Both physically and socially, many 

265.. NA, RBWO, Weekverslagen 12-11-1942. 

266.. NA, RBWO, Weekverslagen 3-1942. 
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elderlyy lacked the capabilities to fully engage in the informal economy. As long as 

rationingg and price controls ensured their access to necessary goods and foodstuffs, 

thiss was a drawback rather than a disaster. But when the economic organization in 

thee western Netherlands collapsed during the famine winter, the ability to function in 

thee informal economy became a matter of life and death. Some of the elderly Dutch, 

namelyy those who were not cared for by able-bodied family members or 

acquaintances,, proved very vulnerable.267 

Similarr problems affected the institutionalized population. Prisoners and 

hospitalizedd patients (and especially the mentally ill among the latter) were mostly 

unablee to fend for themselves. Again, as long as sufficient diets and heating could be 

provided,, this was inconvenient rather than dangerous. As Dutch rations plummeted, 

however,, incarcerated people were neither provided with nor able to find themselves 

sufficientt diets.268 Aside from the Dutch famine, the quality of life of the people 

incarceratedd in prisons and prison camps depended to a large extent on who was 

runningg the institution and on what basis people were incarcerated there. In the 

Netherlands,, especially the political prisoners in camps at Amersfoort and Vught 

weree routinely subjected to barbarous treatment by their German captors.269 Jewish 

citizenss had been interned in the Westerbork camp, only a few miles from the 

Germann border. The food, reportedly, was good in Westerbork, perhaps not 

surprisingg given its very rural location, but the quality of life was nevertheless low 

there,, mostly because of extreme overcrowding and the ever-present threat of 

deportation.270 0 

Inn Denmark, prisons and even prison camps remained for the most part under 

Danishh control, which ensured that the beastly treatment that befell some prisoners 

thee Netherlands could for the most part be avoided. Some political prisoners were in 

factt given preferential treatment by the wardens. That is not to say that the 

dependencee of prisoners on their jailers was unproblematic. The occupation 

significantlyy drove up the number of inmates in the Danish prison system. The 

267.. See page * " above. 

268.. Verslagen en mededelingen betreffende de volksgezondheid 1944-1945 847. 

269.. G.G. von Frytag Drabbe Künzel, Kamp Amersfoort (Amsterdam 2003). 

270.. M. Ternede, Over de grens van slachtofferschap, een studie naar de Ordedienst van 

kampkamp Westerbork 1939-1943 (unpublished thesis, University of Amsterdam 2005). 
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combinationn of increased crime and the incarceration of political delinquents caused 

seriouss overcrowding and consequent discomfort, for example when the Vestre 

Faengsell (a prison in Copenhagen) doubled the number of inmates per cell. The 

prisonn camp in Horserod on the other hand, where Danish communists were interned 

untill 1943 (when many of the inmates were arrested by the Germans and deported), 

wass reportedly a fairly comfortable place to stay, with a reasonably friendly staff.271 

Somewheree in between the insane and the criminal, at least from the 

perspectivee of policy makers and law enforcers, was the section of society described 

ass 'antisocial'. A small section of the population of Denmark and the Netherlands did 

nott fit sufficiently well in the orderly societies of which they were part, to partake in its 

economicc life on any but the most basic level. Addicted, unemployed or disposed to 

crime,, some people were unable to function in society in an acceptable fashion. 

Duringg the first decades of the twentieth century, these people had become the focal 

pointt of considerable government attention and, in many cases, repression. Misfit 

peoplee or households were segregated from the rest of society in separate 

communities;; in Denmark, they were even sterilized to prevent their procreation.272 

Manyy such people, however troublesome their relationship with the authorities may 

havee been, had been dependent on benefits before the war and were difficult to 

employy even during the occupation. Some of these people, however, appear to have 

beenn particularly able to function in the shadow economy of black markets and petty 

crimess that was rampant in both countries during the war years. The fate of these 

groupss and their impact on wartime society and especially the wartime economy 

remainn to be investigated properly. 

Conclusio n n 

Wagingg total war was hard work. Even though the Second World War was an orgy of 

destructionn rather than a constructive period in the economic history of Europe, for 

manyy people the full employment it caused was a great bounty. This was the case in 

271.. K. Aabye, 'Glimt af livet uden for murene' Glimt fra Livet uden for Murene' in: Danmark 

underunder besaettelsen 304. 

272.. G. Broberg and N. Roll-Hansen, Eugenics and the welfare state: sterilization policy in 

Denmark,Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and F/n/and.(East Lansing 1996). 
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particularr for the hundreds of thousands of unemployed in Denmark and the 

Netherlands.. The vastly improved employment opportunities in both countries helped 

thee unemployed to improve considerably their relative wealth (relative, that is, to their 

compatriots). . 

Withh time, wages began to rise, both legally and illegally. This rise, however, 

waswas not sufficient to compensate for the impact of wartime inflation on the real 

incomess of especially the urban working classes in either country. Although the 

impactt thereof was felt more readily in the Netherlands, where wages had been lower 

too begin with, many people at the lower end of the income scale in both Denmark and 

thee Netherlands suffered a significant decline. This came in addition to the more 

generall decline described in Chapters 4 and 5, which affected all but the lucky few in 

thee occupied countries. Since inflation was and remained a serious constraint on the 

consumptionn of consumer goods in both Denmark and the Netherlands, it can be 

safelyy assumed that those affected developed strategies to cope with their low real 

incomes.. These strategies more often than not involved black marketeering. 
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